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Assist. Prof. Dr. Caner Özcan

Week 6
Examples with Pointers

CME 112- Programming Languages II

A person who is aware of can only go on his journey to self-discovery. ~D.CUCELOGLU
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► Malloc function is used to allocate a block of memory for 
one variable.

► If there is not enough memory available, malloc will 
return NULL.

int *ptr;
ptr = (int *) malloc(n*sizeof(int));

Malloc() Function
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► Calloc function is also used to allocate a block of memory.

► If there is not enough memory available, calloc will return 
NULL.

► Unlike malloc function, it takes two arguments.

char *ptr;
ptr = (char *)calloc(10, sizeof(char));

Calloc() Function
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► Realloc is used to resize an allocated memory space.

► A pointer that will point the starting address of resized 
memory space and new size are passed to realloc function 
as parameter.

void *realloc(void *ptr, size_t size);

Realloc() Function
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► How important an effective memory management is may 
be understood when we write large programs. 

► We should avoid consuming unnecessary memory.

► Every call to an malloc or calloc function you must have a 
corresponding call to free.

int *ptr;
ptr = (int *) malloc(n*sizeof(int));
free(ptr);

Free() Function
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6Dynamic Memory Allocation & Arrays
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7Dynamic Memory Allocation & Arrays
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► Pointers can show the address of the function held.

► A function name is really the starting address in memory 
of the code that performs the function’s task. 

int (*fPtr) (int,int)

In this definition, fPtr shows the address of a function 
that takes two integer parameters and returns an integer 
value.

int *fPtr (int,int)

In this definition, a function named fPtr is defined that 
takes two integer parameters and returns an integer 
pointer.

Function Pointers
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► Pointers can be defined in void type.

► We have to specify the type of data for accessing the data 
that void pointer show.

Void Pointers
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► Write a program that continuously takes a character 
unless user press ENTER and prints “*” for each character 
entered from keyboard. 

► When user presses ENTER the program will write all the 
characters entered since the beginning of data entrance in 
input order. Character code for “ENTER” is 13. 

Example 1
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► Write a function with prototype given below which 
interchanges two variables values.

void swap (int *, int *)

Example 2
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► Write a function which interchanges two variables values.

Example 2
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► Write a function with prototype given below which 
calculates the area and perimeter of a rectangle.

void rectangle(int a,int b, int *area, int *perimeter)

Example 3
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► Write a function which calculates the area and perimeter 
of a rectangle.

Example 3
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► Write a function that performs like strlen function. 
Prototype for this function is as given below:

int uzunluk(char *)

Example 4
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► Write a function that performs like strlen function. 
Prototype for this function is as given below:

int uzunluk(char *)

Example 4
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► Write a function that performs search a character in a given string. 
Prototype for this function is as given below:

char * ara (char *, char)

Example 5
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► Write a function that performs search a character in a given string. 
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► Write a function that performs search a character in a given string. 

char * ara (char *, char)

Example 5
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► Write a function that converts an unsigned integer to binary.

Example 6
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► Write a function that converts an unsigned integer to binary.

Example 6
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26Example 6
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27Questions
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28Next Week
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►Struct, Enum and Typedef

►Singly Linked Linear Lists
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CANER ÖZCAN
canerozcan@karabuk.edu.trThanks for listening
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Dip not..


